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Land of stories book 4

This book series by Chris Colfer this article requires additional references for review. Please help improve this article by adding references to trusted data sources. Unsourced materials may be challenged and removed. Source: Land of Stories – News · Newspaper · World Collider (2017)
The Story of Magic (2019), The Story of Magic (2020), The Story of Magic (2020) author Christopher Ferrell, Russell Trator, Brandon Adventure &amp; Fantasy Brown Books for Young Readers Publish2012-2017 Media TypePrint (Hardcover and Paperback), Audiobooks, e-bookNo. Book 6
Story lands as a series of children's novels, adventures and fantasy books written by American author, actor and singer Chris Colfer. The first book, The Prayer Curse, was released on July 17, 2012. The book describes Colfer as a modern fairy tale, followed by twins Alex and Conner
Bailey as they fall from the real world in a world full of tales they have read about before, and discoveries are more in this world than they meet with the eye. The first book of prayer in the series, Request spelling, was published on July 17, 2012, a year 9 months passed by, as twins Alex
and Conner Bailey suffered the tragic loss of their father. Their mother tried to balance her work and family after her husband John Bailey was killed in a car accident. On Alex and Connor's 12-year-old birthday, their grandmother gave them an old book from Alex and Conner in childhood in
which Alex later realized a mysterious glow humming and what was lost in it with Conner's instructions to throw the book away, Alex collected the book and finally came to it. Connor plays the boat to stop Alex from getting into the book, but Alex loses her balance because she is shocked
and falls into the book. They find books as a gateway to the fairy tale world. Froggy gave them a telling record of wishing to spell, a spell that could give something like someone like a person if someone had eight items. To return to their world, Alex and Conner need to find the items they
need to complete. But the bad news quickly came. They later found another person identified as Huntsman's daughter. Alex and Connor are well aware that Huntsman's daughter is working for The evil queen will receive a wishful spell as well, and worse, since witchcraft prayer can be used
twice, and the author of the journal about spell prayer has used it only once, it can only be used once, but also two contestants. While they were given the ingredients for a wishful spell, Alex and Conner come across many tales that their father once told them. Soon after, they faced the
conclusion that their father came from a fairytale world. Finally, when Alex and Connor receive all the items for prayer, the evil queen kidnaps them and takes the items and goes to her hiding place in the northern kingdom of sleep. There, Conner tries to prevent the evil queen from using a
willed spell by smashing a container of fairy tears on one of the items needed to pray spell. The evil queen tells them the story of where she came from. When the evil queen is a little, she's named Evly and she's a very kind and caring woman. She meets a young Mira and she falls in love
with him, but Enchantress catches her and stops her from meeting Mira. Evieli tries to send a secret message to Mira, but the enchanted men discover and hold Mira in the mirror. Later, Evelyn kills the magicians, but she can't do anything to get Mira back until she finds out about Vedicing,
and then Alex cries, the evil queen gets a few tears of Alex, makes it a list of Spell Wishing, and somehow the spell works! Then a rescue team led by Froggy arrives, Mira dies in Evelyn's arms, and the pair swallow it with a glass when they fall, and his daughter is killed and Alex and
Connor are rescued. And Conner learns that their grandmother is a Godmother fairy who is able to make portals between the world and the fairy world, stories and journals written by people who have completed a year-old prayer spell before being written by their father, So Alex and Conner
as part angels. After christening Cinderella's son, Enchantress Returns Enchantress returns enchantress as the second book in the series and is published on August 6, 2013, Alex returns home after school and discovers that her brother Connor, who is worried because their mother has not
returned home from work. He also found a romantic note to their mother from a surgeon she worked with named Dr Bob, who brought them a puppy. When Charlotte returns home, Alex and Connor ask. Have a girlfriend Their mother told them it was true. Later, Bob went to see the twins
and told them about his plans to propose to their mother. He showed them the ring, which had two large diamonds on it, one pink and blue to represent the twins. When Bob asked the twins for permission on the offer, Conner and Alex decided that this would make both Bob and their mother
happy to let them agree. All three decided then to surprise Charlotte with a special dinner at Bailey's house next Thursday at six. Alex returned home as soon as she could from the course she took at the community college, and Bob told the people he worked with at the hospital to keep
Charlotte busy so she wouldn't be home sooner. Charlotte Bailey's twin mother was not in time, but another nurse at the hospital said she had two hours left, and then they heard a mysterious knock at the door and a bunch of fairy tale soldiers from a boat in Charming Kingdom. Bob is
doubtful, but later he admits that the fairy tale world exists. Grandmother twins While their grandmother joined her own business, she was a very good family. Xanthous (member of the Fairy Council) and Sir Lampton (an old friend of their father) Later, Alex gives Goose a bubbly mother until
she gets drunk and Alex asks for her information, which she doesn't know. Alex discovers that her mother is captured by Ace Mia The Enchantress, who curses Sleeping Beauty as a baby, and that the kingdom is lying in ruin. She sneaks out of the house and goes to her grandmother's
house, hoping to find a way to land the story. The next day, i Unexpectedly, Connor helped her and admitted that he followed her. They eventually went to their grandmother's house, which had a glowing painting in it. Alex knows this is the gateway to another world. Suddenly, Alex and
Connor find themselves in the realm of the story. Eventually they found Froggy, which was again in frog form, as disguised after being turned back into humans at the end of the first book. Alex and Connor attended a meeting only for the King and Queen by persuading Red to wear a dress
they could hide under. To create it, one must find six of the most valuable things of the six most hated. In the world Red asks all the villagers to field in order for the boat to fly out of all her baskets. When the ship finishes, Alex Connor, Red Froggy, Goldilocks and Jack fly ships across the
land of stories, they get the sceptre ice of the snow queen, cinderella's stepson's wedding ring, giant harp, glass from the evil queen's mirror and the jewels of the sea witch. However, they are not clear on what the most rewarding possession of enchantress is. After landing in troll land and
goblins, they discover that Trollbella is the queen now, and that Bob travels to the land of the story as well. They found a reflection of the evil queen in the Eastern Kingdom who said enchantress' most acclaimed possession was her pride. The magician used vines to drag Connor, Reid,
Frogy Goldilock and Jack to the Coliseum. Alex tries to beat the enchanted by stealing her pride, but she's blown out of the Coliseum. Because she holds a magic wand. However, when she reached the ground, she fainted. Alex has a dream as she talks to Alice from Alice in Wonderland,
Lucy from Narnia, Dorothy Gale from Oz and Dear Wendy from Neverland who advises her on the situation. Alex wakes up and back up the Coliseum using a flying horse, which is Bob. When she arrived, she said, The magician tries to kill Alex with a wand after Alex robs her of power (until
AceMia holds the cane of wonders), but Rumpelstiltskin jumps in front of the bomb to save Alex out of guilt for what he's trying to do for Ace, Connor destroys the wand, so all the magic is taken from Acemia's body and she dies. Bob later proposed to Charlotte and they married in Queen
Cinderella's castle. When it's time to leave, Alex claims she means being in the realm of stories and that Conner should share their stories in the real world. The twins believed they would be separated forever after the angels decided to seal all the portals leading to and from the land of the
story. Grimm Warning Grimm is the third instalment in the series and is published on July 8, 2014, at the beginning of the third book, Alex is in her coronation as a fairy stepmother, while Conner is at school in the real world and is asked about his sister. Connor went on a school trip to
Germany to hear never before heard the story by the Grimm brothers, who were recently found in a time capsule. The good news for Connor is that the woman he's interested in is Bree Campbell. The bad news is that four bullies called the Book of Huggers are. For Alex, she's still messing
up her casting spells. She eventually met a farm boy named Rook Robin, whom she began falling for. She became very torn later in the story because her grandmother was dying and she felt like she was killing her. The fairy godmother is dying because she finally finds a change; now the
stepmother fairy can rest, knowing that the fairy tale world is in good hands. With the help of Bree and the direction of mother goose, Conner finally meets Emmerich Himmelsbach, a little boy from a small village. The army was led by General Marquis with the help of a convicted masked
man who freed him during the attack on Pinocchio prison, when some villagers were attacked by Grande Armé A, rook (Alex's attention) as blackmailed by the army giving up the location of Alex and the royal family. Grandmother Alex, a fairy stepmother, finally defeated the dragon man
mask with her fairy magic and died. Alex knew That Roke was leaking out. She was attacked by this and decided to leave him. Ruk tries to regain her trust by helping her in the next story. Alex was sad to leave him, but knew she had done the right thing. At the end of the book, Alex meets a
masked man without his mask and believes he is the deceased father of the twins John Bailey. In addition to the Kingdoms, the fourth installment in the series and published on July 7, 2015, the book begins with the Bailey twins chasing a masked man who Alex believes is their late father.
Alex goes through mood swings, where her hair is floating above her head and her eyes are glowing. She had a hard time controlling her emotions, which led her to attack many people with her magic, including her family and friends. Alex insisted to the Fairies Council that masked men
should be one of their top priorities. Alex loses her temper and controls her magic and balances at the fairy council with lightning before disappearing. She arrived at the giant castle where the mother goose was. Later, at the wedding of Red and Froggy Morina, the beautiful witch arrives and
claims to be Froggy's first lover (and the man who cursed him to live as a frog). She threatened to hurt Reid if he didn't go out with her, making Froggy choose to go out with her as Moreina was a very powerful entity. While Conner was beaten up by a masked man in the library as he tried to
steal the book, Connor ripped off his mask and he also believed it. Masked men are their fathers. That night, Alex talked to his late grandmother. Her grandmother then sent a messenger moth from space, a memoir from the stars to tell Alex the true story of a masked man: he was their
uncle Lloyd, an old friend of Connor Trix, from the book, they learned what Lloyd was trying to steal, as the Potion Portal, which could transport everyone in the work of any novel. Alex explains to others that the masked men are their uncles and not their father, Connor says she's crazy, but
mother goose insists it's true and it's their grandmother's last wish not to tell. The group then travels into the work of literature in an attempt to stop their uncle before he recruits an army of literary villains. Alex and Connor are trapped in a world separated by Lloyd. Alex is trapped in the
world of King Arthur, while Conner is trapped in the realm of Robin Hood. After they fled and met in the territory of Oz, they realized that Lloyd had sent an army to destroy the kingdom, and they wanted to go home for supplies. The Odyssey of the Odyssey is the fifth installment in the
series and was published on July 12, 2016, when twins and their friends entered a world built on Connor's imagination finding an unimaginable partner, as well as recovering many memories they made in a long-awaited fairytale world that began to end the life of a masked man of terror.
Connor and Alex take on Conner's short story, from the pirate battle to the race in an ancient pyramid filled with zombie mummies intertwined with the main protagonist of the story, Connor takes his mother, Charlotte Bailey. Enchantress that Alex killed in the second book, why enchantress
is scary, because the dust picking up not only her emotions, but makes the heartache worse than one ever imagined. The snow queen and the sea witch believe that the dust will work on Alex because when Alex makes the mistake of thinking the masked man is her late father and when
Rook Robins broke Alex's heart. It proved that it was true Alex's magic came and responded from her heart. It's a curse believed by a broken witch. The world collides, the sixth and final book in the series, titled Worlds Collide, is released on July 11, 2017. All of the land of fairy tale



characters - heroes and villains -- not confined to their worlds by brewing the Big Apple, Conner and Alex must win their biggest fight yet. After the pro-world word in which Conner, now 80 years old, celebrated his birthday at a bookstore, and realises he doesn't know what happened to Alex,
he started reading his last book. The story begins with Alex still under the control of a witch wreaking havoc at the New York Public Library, Connor realizes and sets out to New York City, along with Red Jack, Goldill and Bree. When they arrived, Huggers sat in the restaurant, watched
Connor and told their parents. However, Conner Ducks and Parents didn't see him. Then a Conner's group tried to make it into the library, homeless men who had previously helped them for money take them to an abandoned subway tunnel in the '20s and head directly under the library.
While there they heard from others, homelessness and realized the portal between the worlds was going to turn up in the library. They broke into the library and saw Alex now under Morena's control and the witch keeps them quiet, while in the sleep Conner receives a message from Alex
saying she wants him to kill her so she can return to magic and break free from the curse. Book Huggers Help Connor and the Gang Meanwhile, Alex is more agitated. After the literary army was destroyed, Conner wrote a story in which he and Alex never explored the land of the story. In
the story, Alex is not affected by the curse, and they see their father. Alex then gets emotional to the point where the curse disintegrates and they leave in time before the story ends. They explained to her to protect the land of the story books to make sure that disasters never happen again,
just like that of the literary army. The series ends with 65 years later that Conner, now 80, is going to move to a retirement home because his children believe he is crazy. His niece Charlotte Charlie Black visited him as he was about to visit his sister Alex. The series ends with Charlie
hearing a voice and going to the attic and seeing the land of the book shining. After everything that happened, Alex and Conner met again, safe and sound. Five companion books co-series have been given Land of the Story: A treasure trove of fairy classic tales is shown as Alex and
Conner's book entered in batches, curved trees and Trollbella throws a party into a picture book labeled by Colfer. The adventures of the land series of stories, including Diaries, Mother Goose and The Red Riding Hood's Queen Guide, will all be represented by Brandon Dorban, except for
The Mother Goose Diaries, illustrated by Olga and Aleksey Ivanov on October 16, 2018. On September 29, 2020, Colfer released a book called The Story of Witchcraft, the second prequel to the land of the series story. Colfer's development recorded his audiobook using his voice. The land
of the story: The prayer curse is translated into languages including Spanish, Japanese, Russian, Italian, French, Hebrew, Greek, Portuguese (Brazil) and Dutch. Heroes character Alexandra Marie Bailey is a smart, curious girl, described as having bright blue eyes and short, strawberry
blonde hair with a headband always in it. She is very studio and pays attention to all levels, gets the full mark. She also considered the teacher's pet, but without a friend. She's Connor Bailey's twin sister, she's one of the most powerful angels ever known. Connor Jonathan Bailey is a boy
who looks like his twin sister. He sleeps a lot in class and is lazy. He was very social but felt overshadowed all the time by his clever sister. He hates his teachers. However, she eventually inspired Connor to become a writer, and in the fifth book, Connor travels into his short story. In the last
book, it was revealed that Conner and Bree married and had children together. Throughout his life, Conner became a very famous and successful writer. Originally, Prince Charlie Charming was cursed with him for being too ridiculous. He was very clever and gave twins advice and help
throughout the story. At first, he was embarrassed about being a frog and living in a type of hole in a house in a dwarf forest. He was later elected king of the Central Kingdom in [outside the Kingdom]. He was confined to a magic mirror to protect Reid. In his last book, he was freed from the
mirror after performing a good act, and then he married Reid after being freed. The Red Riding Hood is the queen of the Kingdom Red Riding Hood. She is a little selfish and loves her giant dress, but because she has her own kingdom. Her lover used to be Jack, but he always turned on
her. Although she began to be evicted by him because he was a frog, Red eventually fell in love with the frog after learning he was a prince. Red doesn't like things that aren't big because she's a woman. During Grim fire warning, in Book 4, Red and Froggy's Wedding is crashed by Morina,
who threatens to red-motion in the abduction of Froggy, the frog turns red away and goes with Morena to protect the red. In the sixth book, Froggy and Red bring the missing boy from Neverland. In the book 6 《 The World collides 》 Jack is now a grown man with other fairy tale characters
who grew into very famous nuts when he was a child. Despite red love towards him, he refused and fell in love with Goldilocks. Because of his love for her, he decided to join the Goldilocks in the work, no matter the outcome. He married the Goldilocks in the third book, and in the fifth book
they had a child and named him a hero. Goldilocks is a criminal who invades the kingdom. She gets her first sword to fight with by Hagetta, a kind witch who lives in a dwarf forest. She married Jack in the third book. In the fourth book, she is pregnant with his child. In the fifth book, she
gives birth to a child and names him a hero. The fairy stepmother (Brystal Lynn Evergreen) is Alex and Connor's grandmother and leads the Fairy Council through bad times and is also the only one who can create a portal between the fairy tale world and the world. She died in a Grimm
warning after killing a dragon. Mother Goose (Lucy Goose) can travel between the world (with fairy stepmother) and read nursery rhymes around the world for children. She was first mentioned in The Prayer Spell and appeared in return. Enchantress, Grimm Warnings and Beyond the
Kingdom She retired and joined Merlin in his story in Over the Kingdom. She likes to gamble and travel with her pet Lester. Brian 'Bree Campbell' is a smart and committed girl. She was first introduced to Grimm as a classmate of Connor Bailey. She has blonde hair with a streak of pink and
blue and always wears a purple hat and headphones in one ear. Connor fell in love with Bree and at the end of [Grimm's Warning]. Bree revealed that she had too much interest in him. She became close friends with Emmerich, whom she met during a trip to Europe. In the last book, it was
revealed that Conner and Bree married and had children together. After getting married, Emmerich Himmelsbach is a child from Hohenschwangau, Germany, and is about ten years old. He appeared in the first Grimm warning. He helped Connor and Bree into Neuschwanstein Castle and
ended up joining Connor. To save the land of the story. In addition to the kingdom, he became the son of Bo Peep and Lloyd Bailey, a masked man and twin uncle, thus making Emmerich a cousin of the twins. Huggers books are a group of intelligent girls who are on Alex and Connor. Their
names are Mindy McKowski, Cindy Stratherberger, Lindy Lenkins and Wendy Takahashi. Everyone thinks they hit their heads, but they know what they see. They are very freaked out. Wendy is choosing mute and sometimes doesn't care a little because of that. In the last book, they follow
Connor and his friends. When huggers's book finds them stuck in the library, they interrogate Connor until he accepts what happened a few years ago and just apologises, then they set Conner and his friends free. Connor almost convinced her to be part of the army. They were forced to
fight sam smokey boats when he attacked them. Auburn Sally appeared in the author's Odyssey, King Arthur, king of England, from Camelot. He meets Alex in addition to the kingdom and becomes her boyfriend. Charlotte and John Bailey, the parents of Alex and Connor, died in a car
crash before the first book left Charlotte on her own until the second book, when she married Bob. Charlotte and Bob are active in the realm of stories in the second book. The character of the galaxy, the character of the galaxy, the Blimp boy character and the crew from Dolly Lama are the
heroes of Connor's imagination and come from his four short stories. He recruited them for his literary army, and they helped Alex and Conner fight in the book The Six Nations collided. Myanmar Palace: The Queen of the Charming Kingdom Sleeping Beauty Queen: Queen of the East
Kingdom Princess Hope: Queen Cinderella's daughter and glamorous king chance Princess of charming kingdom Ash Princess: The adopted daughter of the princess princess princess, princess princess, princess princess, princess princess and glamorous princess chase. Princess of the
Eastern Kingdom Sleeping Beauty saves her life while the Royal is on a enchanted path. She used her because the sleeping curse made her infertile, but she longed for a child. Ash was found in a box that burned the remains of the attacked city. Queen Rapunzel: Queen of the Corner
Kingdom Little Queen Red Hat: Queen of red hats. Later in the series, Froggy will be voted king. Red married him to become queen again. Pit Hole Queen: Queen of the Ghost Pond Republic She The Queen, after she challenged the Queen Red Riding Hood for the throne, also ponded
through from the broken heart. William: Queen Rapunzel's husband and King of the Corner Kingdom. King's Champs-Tree Channel: King of the Charming Kingdom and Queen's husband Cinderella, King Chandler Charming: King of the North Kingdom and husband of Snow White (Frog
Prince) Prince of charming kingdom (Book 1-5) King of the Red Riding Hood Kingdom (Book 6). King Chester Charming: Father of 4 Charming Kings Die The Ghost of Queen Beauty: Ghosts Living in the East / Kingdom lying from beauty and beast stories Queen's grandmother, Sleeping
Beauty, is also known as the Lady of the East. Ghost of Gloria/ Ghost Harp Magic Evly, evil queen is the stepmother of Snow White. The whole fairy tale world thinks she's ridiculous and energetic, but she really just wants to free her lover Mira from her magic mirror, Mira is put in a magic
mirror by Ace Mia, after fighting at her palace in a 'spell prayer', she is trapped in the mirror, which once held Mira and is transformed into a desperate version of her old self, wandering the glass land in the absurd hope of finding her lost lover. In Worlds Collide, the effects of mirrors make
her forget herself and her memories. She was soon discovered by Froggy, who was at the time cursed by Morina, a glamorous witch in his own mirror, and together they set off to warn his friends in a fairytale villain plot. She was released from the glass land by offering words of wisdom to a
self-esteem woman devastated by her appearance. After being released, she returns to her middle-aged reality. Evly's final fate is unknown, but it appears that she has a bright future with her reforms completely. The same curse was placed on Alex Bailey in the fifth book. She was killed by
ruthless soldiers, but in an act of self-defense killed them instead. This peep-toe fairy stepmom took Ezmia under her wings and she became her apprentice and became very powerful. So much so that the fairy stepmother chose her as the next fairy, the stepmother, the sad, the bitterness
over her failed man, as well as what she claimed was the jealousy of the other angels', causing her to abandon her name and turn to it. It was later revealed, however, that it was a witch who threw a spell at her. Angry Snow Queen (Mme. Weatherberry) is a blind air witch who a long time
ago secretly planned with the king of the northern kingdom, which she did. Beriended by giving him desire and making prophecies. She raised the king and covered the kingdom in the everlasting winter. She was eventually overthrown by Wise, a white prince (grandpa Snow White) and
repelling the northern mountains, where she lived in a juicy slither with her polar bear. She is also later revealed to be the dust of the evil glass from the past, which makes Ezima become an evil charm, and Marina is an evil witch who curses Froggy to look like a frog and sticks him into a
magic mirror. She did it because he ended the relationship. Her grandfather trolled, so as a result, she was ugly when she was young. She spent years creating medications that gradually improved her appearance. Morena now looks like a beautiful woman, but she has a hem of RAM on
her head. She spends her time selling her medicines to customers who want to be better looking. The drug is created by draining the youth of the child. Masked men are the main villains in books 3, 4 and 5 in Book 4, it was revealed that the masked man was Alex and Connor Lloyd's uncle.
In the 5th book, Emmerich is revealed to him as his son and Little Bo look into his wife. His plot is to overthrow the Kingdoms and seize the world. He died at the end of Book 5, entering the story of Bree, the tomb of the Undead, killed by a pond looking into the story. Sam's Smokey Sales is
a character in Connor Starboardia's short story, he is a slave, but becomes a pirate when he staged a mutiny on the ship that captured him. He wanted to kill Auburn Sally because she stole a necklace named the heart of the Caribbean from him. He appeared in a Grimm warning but died
of a masked man. He was recruited by a masked man to be part of an army of literary villains. A sea witch is a witch who is believed to have tricked the little mermaid into giving up her voice. She is one of the converted witches who will steal Otherworld in the last few books of the series. [9]
The film, adapted on June 13, 2017, was announced that Twentieth Century Fox was developing a film adaptation of the first book, Think wet with Colfer, and directed the screenplay. He will also act as an executive producer on the film, which will be produced by 21 Rounds. Reference ^
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